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lntroduction to Topic and Relevance

This dissertation examines the perception of remoteness in virtual teams with a specific

focus on the engagement and accountability of the virtual team members. The selected topic

is of eminent relevance; especially in light of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic which

necessitated the increased use of work at home instead of in a regular office as well as the

global travel restrictions which prevented business travel and onsite meetings around the

world. Hence, increasing the need to build and employ virtual teams. But as the dissertation

points out, the trend towards an increased use of virtual teams had already been underway
prior to the pandemic. The pandemic only increased this trend; a trend that will continue to

assume an ever greater role in business organizations in the future.

While virtual teams have been in the focus of researchers for several years now, this

dissertation identified several gaps in the previous research. lt is pointed out that most of the

past research has focused on either virtual teams or non-virtual teams, i.e. completely

mediated communication or face-to-face communication and interaction. The disseftation

righly points out that in reality a so-called hybrid combination exists in which virtual team

m-em-bers also interact faceto-face from time to time. As the dissertation notes, this creates

degrees of virtuality. The dissertation also isolated another gap; namely, the subjective

peiception of the dlstance between the team members with a particular focus on the

ä*p"rienre of the team members. lt is argued that business organizations ought to focus on

thä perceived virtuality and not the actual virtuality because reality is never objective but

rather perceived subjectivitY.

But the dissertation does not just want to take a theoretical perspective. lt also seeks to help

business organizations understand the impact of virtuality on the supervision and

managemeit of teams. Here in particular, the focus on the impact of the degree of virtuality

and ttie frequency of meetings on the team members assumes an impodant role.

This dissertation, thus, identifies and explores relevant aspects of virtual teams that have not

received much attention in previous research while also offering both theoretical as well as

practical solutions to potential problems associated with virtual teams; hence making a

valuable contribution to the field.

Structure

The structure of the dissertation is generally well done and logical. lt consists of seven

chapters. The first chapter introduces the topic, presents the research design and the

resäarch hypotheses, and outlines the contents. ln North American dissertations, the

introduction would not be considered a chapter and, hence, not numbered. lnterestingly, the

dissertation actually refers to the dissertation's second chapter as the first chapter in section

1.6 which would have been the correct approach.

The second chapter (i.e. the actual first real chapter of the dissertation after the introduction)

focuses on virtualteams and their integration into business organizations while also

reviewing the relevant literature.
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The third chapter focuses on the relationship of subordinates and their supervisors in virtual

environments. ln particular, it examines the impact of the virtual environment on the attitudes

of team members and the influence of supervisors in such an environment. The chapter

concludes that transformational leadership is well suited for virtual teams.

The fourth chapter takes a closer look at engagement q1d accountability with a specific focus

on their role in virtual teams. with regard to aöcountability, the dissertation considers felt

accountability of particular significance within the context of virtual teams.

The fifth chapter describes the selected methodology and outlines the justification of the

variables. Trre cna[ter describes the data collection procedures and includes a detailed

description of the measurement tools'

The sixth chapter introduces the research results. lt includes a detailed description of the

statistics wniin had been used in the dissertation as well as the factor analysis, the

correlation coefficients, and the testing of the hypotheses.

The seventh chapter discusses the main findings including their practical and theoretical

implications. The ctrapter also describes the limitations of the research that had been

conducted for the dissärtation as well as the direction of future research'

The dissertation ends with the reference section which is followed by an appendix that

inctudes the questionnaire that had been used for the research.

Layout, References, Grammar, Stylistics

The layout is generally well done. Most of the figures and tables are also well done and

provide the proper support tqthg contents. However, once in a while the print size is a bit

small for older reader!, 
" 

g Table 2 on page 38 or Figure 2 on page 52' The dissertation

,ight have benefitted irori a more or less uniform print size for all tables and allfigures

i*t"i"u". possiOte). eui att in all, the figures and tables provide a good overview of the

information and data.

Another source of minor irritation are the so-called blank spaces on the_bottom of those

p"g"r it-r"t precede some of the figures (e.g. Figure ] , ga.Ses 15 and 16) and some of the

tabtes (e.g. Tabte i,Egä" ZS aniZq. f6" can O9 irritating because a larger blank space

after the end of a oääy öt text is typicaily associated with the end of a chapter' lf a figure or

table does not fit on the bottom of a page, then usually reference to the figure or table is

made at the appropriate place in the teit that the figure or table is to be found on the

subsequent page,'and one continues with the text to the bottom of the page'

As to the references, it seems that the dissertation did not apply the APA guidelines, but

instead used a different reference standard. That is why I cannot evaluate the references,

buttheydoseemtofollowconsistentlyaparticularlogic.

The English of the dissertation is generally good, but has a few minor problems when it

comes to grammä, i" g. subject-v-ero agree,ment, pu.nctuation, missing articles) and style

(e.g. abbreviations, äw-itcfring between irst person singular and plural when referring to the

author of the dissertation, sometimes politically incorrect language). These are minor issues,

but can be at times a bit annoying and ought tb be corrected so as not to distract from the

overall excellent impression of the dissertation'
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Literature Review

The literature review is very comprehensive and well done. lt encompasses a number of

different subject matters düe to the specifics of the dissertation's topic. With the help of the

literature review, the dissertation is able to isolate specific gaps in the research which then

form the basis of this dissertation. lt is also from the literature review that the research

f.ypotf'es"s are formulated which then form the basis for the study and the data analysis.

One point of criticism is that while the dissertation specifically also focuses on perception

(one'of the gaps that had been identified by the literature review), it does not really describe

öerception i-n O"t"it. Another important concept is uncertainty especially since the

dissertation discusses and seeks to analyze the perceived aspects of virtual team work.

After all, uncertainty tends to trigger stress among team members in situations when they

think they are not as informed as they ought to be in order to master the situation as

postulateO by the Uncertainty Reduction Theory. And since trust is associated with

predictabilityin a communicätion context, it becomes obvious that uncertainty needs to be

reduced in order to establish and maintain trust. A brief discussion of the relevant literature

of those concepts might have been useful for the reader in that this would have clarified and

expounded the concäpts and their interrelationship within the context of perception.

MethodologY

The literature review was used to isolate existing gaps in the research which led to the

dissertation's hypotheses which form the basis of the empirical study. A pilot test preceded

the actual survey. The participants of the study are described as are the tools and the

measurements. lt is also good to see that the dissertation justifies the selected methodology

and includes a discussion of the methodological obstacles and limitation. All in all, the

methodology is well described and well applied'

Data AnalYsis

The results of the survey are tested for their reliability. This includes a factor analysis to

reveal the hidden structüre and relationships between the items as well as the application of

descriptive statistics to describe the variables of the study. The data analysis then calculated

the variables via bivariate correlations so as to reveal correlations between the variables

contained in the hypotheses. The Hayes' PROCESS macro for sPSS was used test the

hypotheses. lt is ä'widely used tool däsigned for testing moderated mediation. All in all, the

däia analysis chapter is well done, outlining all necessary steps so as to check and verify the

analysis of the data.

Outcome

The study was able to make a theoretical and practical contribution to the topic virtual teams.

The dissärtation points out that the members of virtual teams often interact with one another

to varying degrees of virtuality; there is rarely an either or. The dissertation also identified

ine siiniilcanäe of the objective and subjective layers of virtuality; in particular, the subjective

layersi lt was shown ttraiffre subjective layer of virtuality influences the engagement of the

team members. That is why the iole of perception assumes such an important role and why

perceived social distance can have a negative impact on the engagement of employees.
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These findings have a direct impact on the practical implications. The results of the study

indicate the importance of the perceived level of virtuality which is why perceived social

di.trn." ought to be avoided. consequently, the study argues on behalf of allocating

sufficient resources so as to permit faceto-face meetings because they have proven to have

a positive impact on the 
"ngäg"t"nt 

of the employees. Faceto-face meetings help improve

the overall communication änd, thus, help establish and maintain trust.

So by discussing the theoretical and practical implications, the dissertation successfully

combines both aspects. This is important because sometimes the practical side is ignored in

an academic studY.

Evaluation

This dissertation was able to isolate specific gaps in the relevant research literature of virtual

teams, transfer these gaps into hypotheses, test and measure the respective variables,

Jir.r6 the (potential)-limitationsäf ttre chosen methodology and data analysis, present

results of the analysis, and discuss the theoretical and practical implications of the results'

All of this was done in a clear and transparent manner; in particular, when it comes to the

methodologY and data analYsis.

The dissertation, though, could have benefitted from a discussion of perception, trust, and

uncertainty reduction äspecially since the dissertation does focus on perceived virtuality,

äng.g"rönt, and trust. 
'This 

oversight can be excused by the fact that the dissertation's

ruif'olr probably has not studied communication science.

Nonetheless, this dissertation has successfully accomplished the goal it had set out to attain

and does so in a 
"i""r, 

logical, and forthright manner which means that the requirements for

a dissertation have been äet. lt is, therefore, recommended that this dissertation be

accepted and be awarded the grade of:

A- (summa cum laude minus)

Wietze, April 25,

Michael Hinner, M.A
Professor
TU Bergakademie Freiberg,
Germany


